
Karen Brown is CEO of Velocity Leadership Consulting, an executive coaching company that 

propels CEOs, executives and managers to realize their greatest potential using proven business 

psychology techniques. Clients experience outstanding performance for themselves and those 

they lead.

As a successful corporate executive turned professionally certified business psychology coach, 

Karen understands the complex challenges CEOs and senior managers face. She is uniquely 

qualified to help high-performing clients reach their greatest potential. Using scientifically proven 

techniques, her company helps clients identify and resolve unconscious “blind spots” that impede 

their desired progress or success, with greater velocity than traditional coaching methods. 

Karen discovered the keys to achieving greater success in her personal and professional life when 

she achieved a 28-year dream of competing in, and finishing, the toughest race in the world, the 

IRONMAN World Championships in Kona, Hawaii. She parlays this experience to the business 

world and now helps business leaders connect with and realize their own goals, with greater 

velocity and ease. 

Karen Brown rose through the ranks of the retail and commercial real estate industries, becoming 

one of the youngest leaders at a national $60 million Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT). She 

honed her coaching and mentoring skills, created high-performing teams and was selected by 

a $270 billion real estate company to serve as an internationally-certified coach, mentor and 

consultant to top performers. 

With more than 20,000 coaching hours under her belt, she founded Velocity Leadership 

Consulting in 2012. Karen coaches a select number of clients while delivering international 

keynotes and presentations to corporations, professional associations and business groups.

She is the author of Unlimiting Your Beliefs; 7 Keys to Greater Success in Your Personal and 

Professional Life, and competes as an international ultra-athlete. 

velocityleadershipconsulting.com  1.800.217.0017
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“ Realizing our greatest potential lies in tapping into the power 

of the unconscious mind; it is the gateway through blind 

spots, which are the barriers to our success.”
— KAREN BROWN

CREDENTIALS:
• International Professional 

Coaching Certification, 
• Master Practitioner Neuro-

Linguistic Programming, 
• 20,000 coaching hours experience
• 30 years business leadership 

experience
 
SELECT KEYNOTE SPEECHES: 
• City of Denver 
• Keller Williams South Africa 

national convention, 500 
attendees

• National American University 
commencement, 1,400 attendees

REACH YOUR GREATEST POTENTIAL




